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We are fascinated by the idea of giving life to the inanimate. The fields of Artificial Life
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) attempt to use a scientific approach to pursue this desire.
The first steps on this approach hark back to Turing and his suggestion of an imitation
game as an alternative answer to the question “can machines think?”.1 To test his
hypothesis, Turing formulated the Turing test1 to detect human behavior in computers.
But how do humans pass such a test? What would you say if you would learn that they
do not pass it well? What would it mean for our understanding of human behavior?
What would it mean for our design of tests of the success of artificial life? We report
below an experiment in which men consistently failed the Turing test.

Keywords: Turing test; artificial intelligence; artificial life; sentience; imitation; decep-
tion; thinking machines.

1. Introduction What is the Turing Test?

The Turing test has stood for the last half-century as the standard test to be
passed by a machine in order to be considered sentient (for two monographs which
appeared recently on the subject, see Refs. 2 and 3).
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At its base, the Turing Test (TT) is an articulation of mankind’s eon-long fasci-
nation with causing the inanimate to imitate life. From the Golem of Prague through
Frankenstein, from Pygmalion and Galitea to Deep Blue, humans have been fas-
cinated by the idea of bestowing life on coarse matter. TT has been celebrated
in thousands of writings from scientific (psychology, computer science, philosophy,
cognition, etc.) through popular science to science-fiction as the threshold separat-
ing the mechanical from the cognizant. Designing a machine that can pass the test
is one of the most enduring challenges for the scientific community and the sub-
ject of a long chain of prestigious competitions (the latest of which is the Turing
tournament currently organized at CALTECH4,5).

The interest in the Turing Test is not decaying with time and it is today as
alive as ever. To quote one of the many comprehensive reviews appeared with the
occasion of the half century anniversary of the TT6:

“The Turing Test will remain important, not only as a landmark in the his-
tory of the development of intelligent machines, but also with real relevance
to future generations”.
Admittedly some7 think that:
“The AI establishment has for more than a decade put more energy into
explaining why the Turing test is irrelevant than it has into passing it”.
Yet others8 maintain that:
“The TT simply represents what it is that AI must endeavor eventually to
accomplish scientifically”.

In this paper we (try to) steer away from the very passionate and colorful
confrontations decorating the TT and adopt a matter-of-fact constructive and
hopefully — instructive approach. We have taken our previous experience with
giving operational definitions to abstract concepts, such as creativity, perception
and representation,9–11 and tried to apply it to the TT. In these studies we em-
pirically researched the actual behavior in humans before attempting to arrange
them in a theoretical framework or comparing them to an artificial constructed
system. In the following pages we show that such an attitude leads to interesting
conclusions for the TT as well. What Turing touched upon so well with his test is
that in human eyes the answer to “Can machines think?” would best be answered
by studying the question “Can machines behave human?”

Turing suggested that machines should be tested for their ability to deceive hu-
mans into thinking that they (the machines) are human. He claimed that machines
that pass this test should be considered sentient. But how do humans pass such
a test? What would you say if you would learn that in fact humans do not pass
well this test? Would you doubt human sentience? Or perhaps the humans’ ability
to administrate the humanity test? We report below an experiment in which man
consistently failed the Turing test.

But first, what is the Turing test? Turing wrote1:
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Fig. 1. Turing’s imitation game: (a) the gender imitation game: the man (A) has to impersonate
a woman. The woman (B) answers truthfully. The interrogator must attempt to identify correctly
who is not a woman. (b) The Turing test: a machine gender test: the computer replaces the man
(A) and must fool the interrogator.

“I propose to consider the question ‘Can machines think?’ . . . I shall replace
the question by another, which is closely related to it and is expressed in
relatively unambiguous words. The new form of the problem can be described
in terms of a game which we call the ‘imitation game’ ”.

Turing’s imitation game (Fig. 1(a)) has three participants: A man (A), a woman
(B) and an interrogator. The interrogator asks the man and the woman identical
questions aiming to identify their gender, namely, who is the woman and who is the
man. But this is not so simple because the man (A) aims to fool the interrogator,
while the woman (B) is truthful. In other words the man pretends that he is a
woman. The interrogator is only allowed to ask them questions through a neutral
interface (words written on a screen). She can ask as many questions as she wants,
as often as she wants, and about any subject. Then, to construct his test, Turing
continues by substituting the man (A) with a machine1 (Fig. 1(b)):

“We now ask the question ‘What will happen when a machine takes the
part of A [i.e., the man] in this game?’ Will the interrogator decide wrongly
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as often when the game is played like this as [s]he does when the game is
played between a man and a woman? These questions replace our original,
‘Can machines think?’ ”.

Since this suggestion was made there have been many attempts to build a com-
puter program that would win the imitation game and trick a human interrogator.
There are famous examples of programs like Eliza12 and Racter13 which penetrated
the general culture.2,3 However during the 53 years since Turing’s article no one
has ever questioned the validity of Turing’s basic assumption, namely, that humans
do pass the Turing test. Can a man fool the interrogator while masquerading as a
woman? It is interesting why the first part of the Turing experiment — testing a
man in the role of A — was never performed until now.2,3,14 Speculatively, there
are two possible explanations for this.

First: Turing and his followers, took for granted that men would perform the
A role successfully. Second: people treated the first part (the human performance)
as merely a benchmark for the machine performance. Since no machine came close
to fulfilling the A role successfully, it appeared pointless to perform at all the first
part of the test. However, the human test does become relevant once we discover
that men perform below Turing’s expectations for “thinking” machines.

We have finally performed (admittedly 53 year late) the first part of the Turing
test. Let us now describe our experiment which is a structured implementation of
the game suggested by Turing.

2. Testing the First Part of the Turing Test

Each experimental session included a man (A), a woman (B) and the (female)
interrogator. To ensure reproducibility, we used a standard list of 15 questions which
were presented in writing simultaneously and independently to the man (A) and to
the woman (B). The woman (B) was asked to provide truthful information. The
man (A) was asked to give answers that would fool the interrogator into thinking
that he was the woman.

The questions were chosen from a larger pool of possible questions by select-
ing the ones that were found helpful in eliciting answers that identify the man
(for examples of the questions and answers, please look in Box 1). In accordance
with Turing’s requirement that the interrogator can ask as many questions as she
wishes, the results of previous experiments were available to the interrogator.a

aThere is a trap of infinite self-reference loop: in an infinitely iterated series of encounters, the
strategy of the interrogator may adapt to the interrogated and vice versa. This leads to an infi-
nite loop that is practically untreatable by finite experiments. A reasonable procedure is to have
the interrogator acts in a potentially infinite pool of potential candidate to be interrogated. Conse-
quently, each person/entity will be typically interrogated only once and the paradoxes connected
to the infinite adaptation loop are avoided: there is no way the interrogator can adapt to a partic-
ular individual: he will adapt to the population of women and men as composing its environment.
Correspondingly, the task of A (whether man or computer) is to win its single shot with the
interrogator, not a recurring series of return matches building one upon the other.
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Table 1. Levels of success by interrogators in identifying the males in the first stage of a Turing

test (i.e., when A is a man). Each column shows the results for a different interrogator (1 —
correct identification of (A), 0 — incorrect identification). Each row is a different test case of a
pair of subjects. The rows and columns are aligned by how successful the interrogators were. In
test case one, the male was always identified, in test case 14, never. Interrogator A was the most
successful, interrogator J , the least successful (note — due to technical difficulties interrogators
A and B tested only 13 pairs of subjects).

The questionnaires were answered in writing by 14 men and 14 women. An impartial
aide coupled the 28 answered questionnaires into 14 test cases, which had one
man (A) and one woman (B) each. The test cases were then submitted to ten
independent female interrogators. The interrogators were asked to identify for each
test case the man (A) versus the woman (B). Our results show that men (A) failed
to pass the Turing test (were detected by the interrogators as men) in 58% of the
cases on average, i.e., with only 15 questions (rather than the unlimited number
allowed by Turing) the interrogators identify the women above chance (t(9) = 2.02,
p < 0.05 — see Table 1). This effect is small but consistent and fits in well with
known results from the study of how humans identify lies.15 This is a striking result:
fifty years after Turing, not only is there no computer that passes his test but we
find that humans fail it.

What does this mean? Are men not sentient? Can’t they think? Or was Turing
mistaken in connecting sentience to imitation? The answer to all three of the above
questions is probably “No”. Turing’s challenge to find a machine that can imitate
man is as justified as ever. The problem is that humans are not able to perform
successfully the task he required from the computers.

Human gender impersonators are identified by the human interrogators at a
level above chance. In fact our results are similar to the ones found in the research
on identification of cheats and liars.15 In its present form the Turing test inad-
vertently tests the interrogator’s capabilities to detect lies, rather then the men’s
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(A) capability to imitate. It is plausible that even a man who knows exactly what
a woman experiences, would give himself away by the mere fact that he is lying
(about being a woman (B)) and that the interrogator is capable of detecting liars.

To avoid this effect, and fulfill without bias Turing’s intention one should ask
the machine to make an imitation that does not require it to cheat. The option
suggested by the Turing Tournament @ CALTECH4,5 to have the machines compete
for the role of interrogator as well as the interrogated (A) may lead soon to very
illuminating surprises. After all, we — humans — have a saying: it takes one to
know one.
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